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History
Ch-4 The Age of Industrialisation
Q1. Match the following:
1. Sepoy
2. Orient

a) A person employed by the company to recruit workers.
b) Association of craftsmen or merchants for supervision and
control of quality of crafts.
3. Gomastha
c) The countries to the British army.
4. Guild
d) Indian soldier of the British army.
5. Jobber
e) An official appointed by the company to work as its agent
to supervise wearers and collect suppliers.
Q2. Merchants of Manchester began selling cloth to India. True or False
Q3.

Explain the cover illustration of ‘The Dawn of the Century’
Q4. Describe the coming up of factories in India.
Q5. Why did Industrial production in India increase during World War I?
Geography
Ch-4 Agriculture
Q1. Complete the following table with correct information with regard to the
cultivation of rice.
Crop
Temperature
Annual rainfall
Rice
?
100 cm
Q2. Which out of the following is a Zaid crop?
a) Moong b) Mustard c) Urad d) Watermelon
Q3. Millets are also called _______.
Q4. Why is jute losing its market?
Q5. What are technological and institutional reforms? Make a detailed list explaining
them.
Political Science
Ch-2 Federalism
Q1. Correct the statement
In democracy, there is not a clear division of powers.

Q2. Power to interpret the constitution is with the
a) Courts
b) Judiciary c) State government d) none of the above
Q3. Decentralisation helps to build effective communication. True/False
Q4. How challenge of language policy was adopted by the Indian federalism?
Q5. How are the legislative powers divided in India?
Ch-3 Democracy and diversity
Q1. Social differences are mainly based on ____________.
Q2. End of racism in USA was led by
a) Black Power Movement b) Racism Movement c) Both (a) and (b) d) None of the above
Q3. Give one word
A person who thinks that caste is the principal basis of community.
Q4. “Every social difference does not lead to social division.” Explain the statement.
Q5. “Reaction of the government to the demands of different groups is a crucial factor in determining
the outcome of social divisions.” Explain the statement.

